The method of approximate particular solutions (MAPS) has been recently developed to solve various types of partial differential equations. In the MAPS, radial basis functions play an important role in approximating the forcing term. Coupled with the concept of particular solutions and radial basis functions, a simple and effective numerical method for solving a large class of partial differential equations can be achieved. One of the difficulties of globally applying MAPS is that this method results in a large dense matrix which in turn severely restricts the number of interpolation points, thereby affecting our ability to solve large-scale science and engineering problems.
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The method of approximate particular solutions (MAPS) has been recently developed to solve various types of partial differential equations. In the MAPS, radial basis functions play an important role in approximating the forcing term. Coupled with the concept of particular solutions and radial basis functions, a simple and effective numerical method for solving a large class of partial differential equations can be achieved. One of the difficulties of globally applying MAPS is that this method results in a large dense matrix which in turn severely restricts the number of interpolation points, thereby affecting our ability to solve large-scale science and engineering problems.
In this paper we develop a localized scheme for the method of approximate particular solutions (LMAPS). The new localized approach allows the use of a small neighborhood of points to find the approximate solution of the given partial differential equation. In this paper, this local numerical scheme is used for solving large-scale problems, up to one million interpolation points. Three numerical examples in two-dimensions are used to validate the proposed numerical scheme.
Introduction
The method of approximate particular solutions (MAPS) has been recently developed to solve various types of partial differential equations [1] . Radial basis functions have been used as a major tool to obtain a closed form approximate particular solution which can be used as a basis function for the approximation of the solution to a given partial differential equation. Previously, after we obtain the particular solution, we convert the given differential equation to a homogeneous equation which can be solved by standard boundary methods, e.g., the boundary knot method, the boundary particle method, and others [2] [3] [4] [5] . This is a two-stage approach which is well-known in the literature.
Recently, a new approach has been proposed to use the approximate particular solution to satisfy the differential equation and boundary conditions simultaneously as a one-stage approach [6, 7] . These numerical schemes constitute very simple and very effective integrated radial basis function schemes. Along these lines, it is of interest to note that Mai-Duy and Tran-Cong [8] had also developed a so-called indirect RBFN method where the integration is carried out along the axes of the coordinate system, while the integration in the MAPS is carried out in the radial direction due to the radial symmetry of the selected differential operator. We note that the indirect RBFN method is also very effective and powerful for solving numerical PDEs.
Due to the global nature of the scheme, however, the resulting matrix is dense and ill-conditioned, substantially limiting the use of the technique to solving problems with only a limited number of interpolation points. Methods such as the finite element method and the finite difference method are capable of solving large-scale problems due to their localized formulations. Similar to these traditional numerical methods, meshless methods with localized formulations [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] are very effective. The extension of the recent developed MAPS to solving large-scale problems is the main purpose of this paper.
In this paper we adopt the idea of LMQ [10] in regard to using a localized formulation and apply it to the MAPS. In this approach the solution of the given partial differential equation is expressed as the linear combination of some proper basis functions, however, instead of finding the weighting functions required in the global approach, we seek the numerical solutions at the interpolation points in the local approach. Furthermore, in the local scheme, due to the collocation approach, no numerical integration is required.
Typically, the collocation approach for the global method is constructed by taking into consideration large number of collocation points in the entire domain. It is generally unstable due to the dense matrix formulation, sensitive to the choice of the free parameters in RBFs, and difficult to solve for large-scale problems if not impossible. There are several methods to circumvent this issue such as domain decomposition [14] , the greedy algorithm [15] , multi-grid approach and compactly supported RBFs [16] , extended precision arithmetic [17] , the improved truncated singular valued decomposition [18] , the localized formulations [10, 11, 13] , iterative methods [19] , fast multipole expansion techniques [20] , etc. These approaches all represent a substantial complication of the original simple method, on the one hand, with a very limited advantages on the other hand. The localized formulations can alleviate the ill-posed problem of coefficient matrix. The iterative methods can promote the efficiency in determining the coefficients. The fast multipole expansion techniques can accelerate the calculation of influence matrix. Since only the nearby collocation points are needed in the formulation using the local method, the usual ill-conditioning associated with large, dense matrix systems can be alleviated. Another important advantage of considering a local approach using radial basis functions is that the shape parameter associated with the MQ RBF is only slowly varying. In general, MQ is regarded as one of the best RBFs in terms of accuracy if we can identify a suitable shape parameter. For the global approach, this is still a challenging issue [21] [22] [23] . One further advantage of the proposed approach is that the computational efficiency achievable by the localized approach does not compromise the accuracy of the method. Instead of solving a dense matrix in the global approach, the local approach results in a sparse matrix that can be solved efficiently.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review the method of approximate particular solutions (MAPS). Various types of radial basis functions have been introduced for the formulation of the MAPS. In Section 3, we extend the concept of global approach of the MAPS to local MAPS which allows us to alleviate the difficulty of ill-conditioning and finding a suitable shape parameter. In Section 4, to validate our proposed approach, we compare our proposed method to the LMQ through three numerical examples.
The method of approximate particular solutions (MAPS)
Before we introduce the proposed local scheme we briefly review the formulation of the method of approximate particular solutions [1] . To illustrate the basic idea, we consider the following elliptic partial differential equation in a bounded domain Ω with its boundary ∂Ω in 2D, x = (x, y) ∈ Ω,
where ∆ is the Laplacian, a(x), b(x), c(x), f (x), and g(x) are given functions. B is a boundary differential operator.
The basic idea of the MAPS is to rearrange (1) into the following Poisson-type equation
where
where ‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm, {x i } N 1 are the interpolation points, and φ : R + → R is a univariate function.
Using radial basis functions (RBFs), an approximate particular solution to (3) is given bŷ
where on introducing r = ‖x − x i ‖, Φ is obtained by analytically solving Φ(r) = φ(r). (7) Note that ∆ = 1/r(d/dr(r(d/dr))) in 2D. Φ in (7) can be obtained by repeated integration of φ [5, 24] . Four commonly used RBFs, φ, and their corresponding particular solutions, Φ, are shown in Table 1 . Let us assume the solution of (1)- (2) can be approximated by
Then from (7) we have
From (5) and (9), we have
and
We can reformulate (10) as
The boundary condition in (2) becomes
By the use of the collocation method,
can be obtained through (13) and (14).
Localized method of approximate particular solutions (LMAPS)
To reduce the size of the dense matrices arising from the global scheme, we introduce a local scheme for the MAPS that was discussed in Section 2.
Let {x i } N 1 be a set of collocation points in Ω ∪ ∂Ω. For each x i ∈ Ω we choose n nearest neighbor points (including
, denotes the local indexing for each collocation point associated or belonging to Ω i . The construction requires that Ω i ∩ Ω j ̸ = ∅ for some j ̸ = i, and {x i } N 1 = ∪ i Ω i . In this section our purpose is to formulate a numerical scheme to approximate u(x) and its derivatives at all the collocation points {x i } N 1 . Since these points can be selected arbitrarily in the domain, we can always choose the points where the approximate solutions are needed as the collocation points.
Consider the collocation method on the local domain Ω i , and let x i = x i j ∈ Ω i for some j ≤ n. Then u(x i ) can be approximated as shown in (8) which is the following
Assume that within each Ω i , using the collocation method, we obtain the resulting linear system
Denote the matrix on the right-hand side of (16) as Φ n . It can be proved [25] that Φ n is non-singular such that the inverse matrix can always be computed provided that all the nodal points inside Ω i are distinct points. The unknown coefficients in (16) can be written as follows (15) can be expressed in terms of the function values at n nodal points,û n , i.e.
In the local approach, the formulation of (18) is preferred to (16) . In (18)û(x i ) is expressed in terms of the function values of u at the n local nodal points. Letû
We try to reformulate (18) in terms of globalû N instead of localû n . This can be done by padding the vector Ψ n (x) with zero entries based on the mapping betweenû n andû N . It follows that
is equivalent to (18) , where Ψ N (x i ) is a vector with N components that is obtained by inserting N − n zeros into Ψ n (x i ) at the proper places.
For example, let us assume N = 100, n = 3, and Ω i = {x 23 , x 27 }. Then, we insert 97 zeros into the n-vector, Ψ n (x i ), given in (20) , thereby padding the vector at positions other than 20, 23, and 27, as shown explicitly in
In (23) there are 19 zeros before ϕ 1 and 73 zeros after ϕ 3 . This zero padding keeps track of the original position at each local point so that Ψ N (x i ) can be easily obtained from Ψ n (x i ). The procedure is much the same as the process of matrix assembly in other local methods. Next, we observe
and Λ N (x i ) is the expansion of Λ n (x i ) obtained by adding zero entries as mentioned above. Note that the Laplacian in (25) is applied to the radial basis functions that are the components of the matrix Φ n . Since (18) and (24) We continue by outlining the application of this local scheme to solve (1) 
whereΘ n is defined in a similar fashion asΦ n in (19) , α = Φ −1 nû n is given in (17) , and Ξ n (x i ) =Θ n (x i )Φ −1 n . Similar to (18) and (22), we can extendû n toû N in (26) as
where Ξ N (x i ) is the extension of Ξ n (x i ) obtained by padding the vector with N − n zeros in the proper position indicated above. Furthermore, from (14) , for
where BΦ n (x i ) is defined in a similar fashion as Φ n (x i ) in (24) . Similarly, we can extend (28) fromû n toû N as before. Then, we have 
. . .
By solving this sparse system of equations, we obtain the approximate solution to u at all given nodes. The availability of efficient sparse matrix solvers changes the numerical solution of the problem from one with a dense, illconditioned linear system, into one that contains a sparse matrix. Furthermore, the availability of a wide range of efficient sparse matrix solvers makes this approach much more amenable to solving large-scale problems in engineering and the applied sciences.
Numerical results
In the numerical implementation of the local meshless method, it is important to identify the nearest n neighboring points of each computational node. For large numbers of interpolation points, the efficiency of the search algorithm is an important consideration. Among these algorithms, the kd-tree is very efficient, using a space-partitioning data structure for arranging points in a k-dimensional space. The construction of the kd-tree is needed before the search of the nearest neighbor points, however the search can be done efficiently using the properties of the tree to quickly eliminate large portions of the search space. Finding the nearest point is an O(log N) operation in the case of N randomly distributed points. 1 In this section, we adopt the kd-tree search algorithm to find the nearest n neighbor points.
The effectiveness of our numerical scheme can be assessed by comparing numerical results with analytical solutions as the number of local nodes is varied. The high quality results attainable through the global MAPS are not examined, and in general, the use of the local methods results in some slight decrease in accuracy. Estimates of the numerical accuracy are based on the root mean squared error (RMSE) and the root mean squared error of the spatial derivative with respect to x (RMSEx),
respectively, and where N t is the number of test points.
To further validate our proposed numerical algorithm, we make comparison of our LMAPS with LMQ [10] . In addition, to show the effect of shape parameter c of MQ and IMQ in local methods, we test c from 0.1 to 10.0. In contrast to the global methods, we found the shape parameter c is insensitive using local approaches.
We denote by N i the number of interior points, N b the number of boundary points, with N = N i + N b , n the number of nearest neighbor points, and S n the number of partition points in (0, 1). The optimal shape parameter of MQ or IMQ is denoted as c opt .
Example 1. Consider the following Poisson problem
where Ω ∪ ∂Ω = {(x, y) : 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y ≤ L}. We note that the known functions f and g are given according to the In Table 2 , we compute the ε and ε x errors using various nearest neighbor points n with L = 20. As n increases, both ε and ε x are expected to improve while the computational efficiency will decrease. In this example, LMAPS and LMQ have similar accuracy using optimal c. In Table 3 , the optimal shape parameter is stable and does not depend on the value of L. This is mainly because we have the same point distribution in each square [ 
As we have observed, we can manage as many as 900,000 interpolation points and obtain good accuracy without problem. Table 3 shows ε and ε x for various L. Table 2 The ε and ε x with various n using L = 20, S n = 25. 0.4 Table 3 The ε and ε x using different N for n = 9, S n = 30. Fig. 2 . The profiles of the ε and ε x w.r.t. shape parameter c for Example 1 using LMAPS and GMAPS with L = 1, S n = 10, n = 7.
In Fig. 2 , the shape parameter c is more stable and easy to predict using the LMAPS than global approach. It is known that the determination of optimal shape parameter is still an outstanding research problem [22, 23] . Furthermore, we also show we can achieve both high accuracy and manage to handle a large number of interpolation points using local methods.
The left figure in Fig. 3 shows the rate of convergence of LMAPS with various numbers of nearest neighbor points n on the
, where S n = 10 is considered. As we have seen from Table 2 , the accuracy of the proposed method improves as n increases, but both RMSE and RMSEx become stable very quickly. The right figure in Fig. 3 shows the rate of convergence of LMAPS with various numbers of collocation points N, where
As h decreased, the accuracy is increased as we expect.
Example 2.
We consider the following modified Helmholtz equation
where f and g are chosen according to the following exact solution
The computational domain is bounded by the curve defined by the following parametric equation:
where ρ = 1 + cos 2 (4θ ). The profiles of computational domain and the exact solution can be found in Fig. 4 . This problem is designed to demonstrate the utility of LMAPS in solving problems on irregular domains, and as in Example 1, to examine a case where the solution is again rapidly oscillating on the domain.
We use the LMAPS and LMQ with MQ and IMQ as basis functions to solve the above problem. Let N t = 172 be the number of test points. For simplicity, we can simply add the test points as part of the interior points. Hence, in this example we have Table 4 shows that both ε and ε x improve when N becomes larger using LMAPS and LMQ.
In Tables 5 and 6 , we compute the ε and ε x errors using LMAPS and LMQ with MQ and IMQ, respectively. The numerical results show that the IMQ has slightly better results. In Fig. 5 we notice that LMAPS is clearly more stable and accurate than LMQ in terms of shape parameter c. It is difficult to identify the optimal shape parameter c opt using LMQ. Using LMAPS in this example, finding c opt is not a critical issue. This final point deserves some attention. In having moved to a local scheme, we have gained an important advantage beyond the design objective of improving the solvability of the linear system. In regard to the determination of the optimum for the values of c, i.e., c opt , we have a much simpler problem to solve. Since the matrices are much smaller, provided that the spacing of the points in each local domain is approximately the same, the value of c that optimizes the solution of the problem can also be expected to be the same. In effect we have regularized the construction of c opt .
The result for c opt should also hold provided that the shape of the local domains is not excessively stretched or distorted. This would hardly be surprising, in as much as all the local methods seem to share a need to keep the mesh or grid from being excessively distorted to minimize errors.
Example 3.
We consider a more general type of partial differential equation The ε and ε x for different N using MQ and n = 9. 0.8 Table 5 The ε and ε x with different values of n using MQ and N i = 6, 600, N b = 300. 0.6 Table 6 The ε and ε x with different values of n using IMQ and N i = 6,600, N b = 300. In Tables 7 and 8 , we observe that there are little improvements in accuracy for increasing n and S n using LMAPS and LMQ. On the other hand, with increase of n or S n , the computational cost will increase.
The left figure of Fig. 6 shows the ε as a function of shape parameter in MQ RBF with different n. The optimal shape parameter becomes smaller when larger number of nearest points are used, the range of reasonable shape parameter also becomes smaller. The right figure of Fig. 6 shows the rate of convergence of LMAPS with various numbers of nearest neighbor points n, where S n = 10 is considered. The accuracy of the LMAPS is improving as n increasing, but both RMSE and RMSEx become stable very quickly. In Fig. 7 we show the rate of convergence of LMAPS and LMQ with respect to the mesh size h. Note that the performance of LMAPS and LMQ as shown in Fig. 7 are very close to each other.
Numerical studies show that implementation of the LMAPS shares certain observed behaviors with other local meshless approaches discussed in the literature. These include the behavior of the shape parameter associated with interpolation Table 7 The ε and ε x are obtained using different numbers of interpolation points and S n = 30. 0.3 Table 8 The ε and ε x using different S n and n = 9. 6 . Left: profiles of ε versus shape parameters c using LMAPS with different numbers of nearest points in local domains with S n = 30, n = 9, 15, and n = 21 for Example 3. Right: the rate of convergence of LMAPS with various numbers of nearest neighbor points n in Example 3, S n = 10 is used. Fig. 7 . Profiles of the optimal ε (left) and ε x (right) using LMAPS (solid line) and LMQ (dotted line) using h = 1/(S n + 1), n = 9 for Example 3.
and the rate of convergence of the local approach compared with the corresponding convergence of the global method. The LMAPS, however, is clearly more stable in terms of finding a suitable shape parameter c, and also yields a slightly more accurate approximation than LMQ.
Conclusions
For solving large-scale, realistic problems, the localized approaches is essential. Global methods are known to have many limitations regarding the computability of solutions, including ill-conditioning due to a dense matrix formulation, and difficulty in selecting optimal shape parameter if MQ RBFs are used.
The formulation of localized method offers an alternative to solve these larger problems without and of the limitations that are inherent in attempting to solve the fully coupled linear systems. Clearly, in these problems the accuracy of the numerical results were not in any manner unduly affected by localizing the computation, in much the same manner as finite difference or finite element methods do not. Clearly, the intrinsic nature of the elliptic and parabolic type PDEs considered in this study requires the coupling of the interior nodes to the boundary, i.e., avoiding the isolation of nodes, the analytical bounds on accuracy, stability and convergence remain to be worked out.
We have pushed the limit in solving large problems using nearly one million interpolation points with nothing more exceptional than a personal computer, obtaining excellent results in a reasonable amount of time. In the local approach, searching the local domain for each node is the most time consuming process. In Example 1, kd-tree uses 655.70 s to find and store all local domains for 922,592 interpolation nodes, and the LMAPS method uses 836.80 s to solve this nearly one million-node problem. The numerical performance of LMAPS and LMQ are similar; however, the LMAPS is more insensitive in terms of finding the suitable shape parameter of MQ or IMQ. In the local methods the size of matrix in the local linear system is relatively small, and does not vary much. This allows for an optimal choice of c compared with the large dense linear systems.
It is apparent that meshless methods using local schemes can compete with the traditional numerical methods for solving large-scale PDEs such as the finite element, finite difference or finite volume methods. It is fairly evident that the proposed MAPS can be easily extended to solving three-dimensional problems with irregular domains, and this is indeed where its strength may lie. As such, the approach offers the prospects of an efficient algorithm for solving more challenging problems in science and engineering.
